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Technical Note
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ABSTRACT

Contouring during adaptive radiotherapy (ART) can be a time-consuming process. This study describes the generation of patient specific contouring regions of interest (CRoIs) for evaluating the high dose fall-off in stereotactic abdominal ART. An empirical equation was derived to determine the radius of a cylindrical patient specific CRoI. These CRoIs were applied to 60 patients and their adaptive fractions (301 unique treatment plans). Out of the 301 unique treatment plans, 284 (94%) treatment plans contained the high dose fall-off within the CRoI. There was an expected predicted average timesaving of 2.9-min-per case. Patient specific CRoIs improves the efficiency of ART.

1. Introduction

Abdominal stereotactic adaptive radiotherapy (ART) is associated with improved dosimetric and clinical outcomes [1,2]. However, ART can be both a time and resource consuming process, including the need to recontour the daily anatomy [3–5]. To limit contouring time during ART while also ensuring that all relevant organs-at-risk (OARs) dose objectives are evaluated, a confined-expansion contouring region-of-interest (CRoI) is typically defined around the target. Many guidelines and multi-institutional studies suggest that this CRoI should comprise a 3 cm axial (1.2 cm craniocaudal for coplanar plans) expansion upon the PTV [6,7]; OARs falling outside of this do not need to be recontoured daily. It is within this confined space that the relevant high dose fall-off occurs and is more likely to increase risk of toxicity [8].

However, based upon other disease sites and treatment paradigms, such as intracranial and extracranial stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT), dose fall-off is actually dependent upon tumor size [9]. For example, in smaller tumors, this may enable a more confined CRoI. In this technical note, we aim to derive an empirical patient-specific CRoI equation, demonstrate its ability to contain all relevant portions of dose fall-off for ART planning dose evaluation, and project contouring time savings at the machine.

2. Materials and methods

Our institution’s method for stereotactic abdominal ART has been described previously [2,10,11]. The patients reviewed in this study were treated with adaptive abdominal SBRT to 50 Gy or 35 Gy in 5 fractions, using both the ViewRay MRIdian (Mountain View, CA) and Varian Ethos (Palo Alto, CA). The patients’ treatment sites included in this study were pancreas (31), liver (20), adrenal (6), retroperitoneal node (3), para-aortic node (2), and spleen (1). The high dose-limiting luminal structures in close proximity were stomach, duodenum, small bowel, and large bowel (SDSL), which were limited to 36 Gy or 25 Gy to 0.5 cm³ of each specific organ when treated to 50 Gy or 35 Gy, respectively. This dose limit was approximately 72 % of the prescription isodose line (72 % IDL) in both scenarios. All patients included in this study respected this SDSL dose limit. To achieve these dosimetric goals, an optimization structure called the PTV_Opt was generated by subtracting the SDSL, plus a 5 mm margin, from the PTV.

However, when factoring in target volume, this 72 %IDL volume will actually be patient-target-dependent, and should roughly follow a logarithmic trend based upon target size [8]. Borrowing from similar experience evaluating SBRT dose gradients by target size, RTOG 0813 provides a useful table that relates the ratio of the 50 % prescription isodose volume to the PTV volume (R50%). This R50% value is indeed dependent upon the PTV volume. Using this validated table as our starting point for custom CRoIs, we multiplied the PTV volume by the
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R50% to get the volume of the 50% isodose. We then extracted both the 50% and 72% isodose volumes from the initial plans from 113 pancreatic patients who were treated using a stereotactic ART technique at our institution, to calculate the ratio between the 50% and 72% volume. This ratio was then used to convert the volume derived in the RTOG 0813 trial to that specific to our treatment technique. We added volume. This ratio was then used to convert the volume derived in the at our institution, to calculate the ratio between the 50% and 72% R50% to get the volume of the 50% isodose. We then extracted both the 50% and 72% isodose volumes from the initial plans from 113 pancreatic patients who were treated using a stereotactic ART technique at our institution, to calculate the ratio between the 50% and 72% volume. This ratio was then used to convert the volume derived in the RTOG 0813 trial to that specific to our treatment technique. We added volume. This ratio was then used to convert the volume derived in the at our institution, to calculate the ratio between the 50% and 72% R50% to get the volume of the 50% isodose. We then extracted both the A.T. Price et al.

\[ \text{Volume}^{\text{R50\%}}_{\text{patient}} = \frac{\text{Vol}_{\text{R50\%}}^{\text{PTV}} \times \text{Ratio}_{\text{density}}}{\rho_{\text{water}}} \]  

(1)

We subsequently logarithmically fitted the above equation for the volumes and the equivalent uniform radius. However, we often compromise PTV coverage to safely keep the 72%IDL away from the SDSL, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This often creates more high dose spill away from the target. Due to this, the fitted logarithmic function is multiplied by the ratio of the PTV volume to PTV_opt volume, which factors in this plan complexity on an individual target basis (Eq. (2)). The equation requires two simple inputs to calculate the final CRoI radius.

\[ \text{Contour RoF Radius} = \frac{\text{PTV}_{\text{opt}}}{\text{PTV}_{\text{vol}}} \times [0.3959 \times \ln(\text{PTV}_{\text{vol}}) + 0.3172] \]  

(2)

If the equation calculated a result greater than 3 cm, we would limit the CRoI radius to 3 cm, which had been the standard at our institution for contouring during adaptive replanning. We applied this CRoI radius to a set of 60 patients. The majority of patients had multiple adaptive fractions, which allowed us to evaluate the robustness of this method. The volume of the 72%IDL extending beyond the newly defined CRoI was calculated. For any scenarios where the 72%IDL was found outside the CRoI, details were gathered to determine what clinical factors impacted deviation. Finally, expected contouring time-savings were projected from this method by applying a volumetric ratio of the CRoI radius from the patient-specific CRoI to the traditional 3 cm CRoI radius. This volumetric ratio assumes a cylindrical volume with the height of the CRoI staying the same while the radius changes (Eq. (3)). The average contour time of 11.93 min was extracted from the paper by Gungör et al. [3].

\[ \text{Contour Time} = \left( \frac{\text{Patient Specific Contour RoF Radius}}{3 \text{ cm Contour RoF Radius}} \right)^3 \times \text{Average Contour Time} \]  

(3)

Results

The majority of patients, 37, had CRoIs less than the radius limit of 3 cm. One patient had a 3 cm calculated CRoI while 22 patients had the 3 cm radius cut-off applied. The distribution of patient specific CRoI radii are presented in Fig. 2. Among the 60 patients, there were 301 unique treatment plans on which to test the new CRoI method. Of the 301 unique treatment plans, 284 (94.4%) plans contained the 72%IDL volume within the CRoI. Only 5 patients had plans that were outside the CRoI, 2 of which had 72%IDL outside the CRoI in the initial plan. The treatment sites that had the 72%IDL extend beyond the CRoI were adrenal (2), pancreas (1), liver (1), and retropertitoneal node (1). The median volume of 72%IDL outside the CRoI for those cases was 3.1 cm³ [0.1 cm³-15 cm³]. For these 5 patients, the CRoI size was less than 3 cm. In 4 of the 5 above mentioned cases, a 3 cm CRoI would have sufficiently contained the 72%IDL.

Of the 5 patients with 72%IDL outside the CRoI, 1 had prior irradiation and 2 had stricter than normal volumetric constraints of nearby structures that resulted in increased dose spill to achieve the volumetric constraints. The other 2 patients had technical/planning limitations such as larger patient and target size (35 cm diameter & 444.2 cm³) and distance off-axis (13.5 cm), respectively, that limited conformal treatment plans within the CRoI. In all five patients that had 72%IDL outside the CRoI, all SDSL were still spared from the 72%IDL. Thus, use of the custom CRoIs would have been clinically safe in each of these cases. In summary, treatment plans that had more restrictive OAR dosing or had technical machine limitations increased the likelihood of 72%IDL extending outside the CRoI.

When using a standard 3 cm radius CRoI approach, the projected average total time spent re-contouring was 59.8 h. However, with Eq. (2) (use of a custom CRoI), there was an average of a 2.9-min-per-case decrease in contouring/patient-on-table time across all patients. Excluding patients with a 3 cm radius, the average time saving would be greater per case. This led to an average total projected time of 45.3 h across the 301 cases, or a 14.5-hour time savings for the clinic.

4. Discussion

In this study, we derived and evaluated patient-specific CRoIs for contour review and editing within the setting of stereotactic ART for abdominal treatment sites. For the majority of patients, we can utilize a CRoI smaller than an established standard within the field with minimal dosimetric consequences. Additionally, we have shown that this will lead to an anticipated reduction in ART planning and patient on-table time.

At this moment, there is minimal guidance within the field regarding appropriateness or accuracy of contouring during adaptation that accounts for both relevant dosimetric assessment as well as ensuring efficiency and limited on-table time [12,13]. This contouring assessment is also site, dose, and clinical scenario dependent which further limits a single approach for all scenarios. For example, there are suggestions of contouring all OARs within 2 cm of prostate targets or 1.5 cm superior to bladder targets [14,15]. For pancreas, machine-learning applications determined contouring extent (3 cm radial) for pancreatic stereotactic ART but was developed for a now obsolete MR-guided cobalt machine [6]. These were standard guidelines across all patients and did not account for patient-specific target sizes. However, we know target volumes, surface area, shape complexity, and distance to OARs impact dose

Fig. 1. Illustration of the approach for abdominal adaptive radiotherapy [11].
fall-off [16–18] Similar to our approach, population-based empirical equations were developed for spine SBRT to generate gradient margins to properly spare the spinal cord [18]. These studies are not directly applicable to our present work on ART plan optimization, but highlight similar, fundamental principles of plan optimization for SBRT. The treatment planning approach utilized in our study is similar to the methodology used in two separate stereotactic pancreatic ART multi-institutional studies using separate adaptive platforms. This indicates that our work is complementary to and building upon standard planning foundations for online ART. However, our work could benefit from further investigation into the complexity and spatial component of SDSL-PTV overlap on its impact on dose-fall off. Although there is possibility for further refinement, our work further develops this concept of limiting contouring within a certain region for ART to increase efficiency based on a given patient’s anatomy. For certain patients, this will limit on-table time, thus potentially limiting patient movement over the course of treatment and improving patient satisfaction.

Auto-segmentation has the promise to improve the online ART process by limiting the laborious contouring processes [19,20]. Additionally, it has also led to the expansion of adaptation without contour edits to increase efficiency. In Ethos-based conventional fractionation prostate ART where volumetric goals are used and OAR auto-contouring is in good agreement with expert contours, it is with minimal dosimetric consequences and still require manually editing [22,23]. Therefore, even during auto-segmentation review, using a CRoI to focus evaluation would still be a valuable tool during online ART and aid in the efficiency of contour review. These findings are relevant to our study using stereotactic ART within the abdomen where auto-contours that are close to being accurate may still not be clinically acceptable [23].

Due to the empirical nature of our method, the CRoI can be quickly updated during the adaptive process if there are significant changes to patient anatomy. In the setting of stereotactic abdominal ART, there are expected changes in the luminal structures’ positions from day to day such as an approximate median and max displacement of both the small and large bowel of approximately 0.6–1.0 cm and 3.5 cm–4.8 cm, respectively [24]. Due to this high inter-fractional mobility of the luminal OARs, we would expect the dose distributions to change from fraction to fraction. Leading us to conclude that we find it necessary to have a method that can quickly re-update the CRoI size before plan re-optimization to eliminate missed contours that would have received clinically unacceptably high doses.

There are limitations to our work presented here. First, our method does over-estimate CRoI size for certain patients and is corrected by having an upper-bound of the CRoI radius. This is most likely due to the assumptions made during the empirical derivation. In future work, we will incorporate machine learning approaches to further refine appropriate CRoIs for all patients. Second, our calculated time savings were based on estimates and not on prospective data collection. In a future clinical trial, we will include this analysis into our secondary analysis.

We have demonstrated that the use of patient-specific contouring regions of interest can be utilized during the online adaptive planning process. Our institution now clinically uses the patient specific CRoI method for all abdominal stereotactic ART patients. This can potentially minimize time during the course of multiple adaptive fractions within a given day.
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